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How can we make 
more research true?



Is there really a problem
with research quality?
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Scientific research 
has a problem



Why is our research
such poor quality?





Top 5 reasons for bad research

UKRI Research Integrity Landscape Study, 2020 
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How do you get 
an academic job?

How do you get 
promoted?





The Postdoc, Engine of Research

Requires PhD

1 or 2 year post, then made redundant 

Paid £2,000 per month



1 day per week teaching & admin 

4 days per week research



Must design and supervise research 
for two PhDs



Must publish at least 4 papers 
that are ‘world-leading’ or 
‘internationally excellent’ in 
originality, significance and rigour

(Can’t share paper credit with uni coauthors!) 



Win at least £125,000 in grants

(Only credited for your portion! 
Divide £ by total co-applicants)  



Median UKRI award = £380,000
6 co-applicants
So, you must win at least 2 grants
Success rate = 25%
So, plan to apply for 8 grants
(N.B. can’t apply to many funders – they 
require applicants to have a permanent post)

https://www.ukri.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/UKRI-020920-DiversityResultsForUKRIFundingData2014-19.pdf



And senior academics must win
5 times more grant money than this.

So plan to apply to 40 grants.

https://www.ukri.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/UKRI-020920-DiversityResultsForUKRIFundingData2014-19.pdf



No wonder we have problems



We can fix this!



We know how
to improve 
research quality





Register study plans
Use blinding
Publish regardless of results
Share code & data
Replicate studies
Normalise retraction
Reward teamwork



Imagine if we 
were rewarded 
for doing research 
this way



teamwork
papers reviewed
methods improved
errors detected
studies replicated
data shared



Ought implies can

We can't do better science 
if doing better science is dangerous to our careers



Change 
the entire 
research culture?

Really?



Junior people
can lead



People in power are sympathetic 
but overwhelmed



Where to start?

Get informed 
Find the good people
Pass solutions upwards



How are the 
powerful 
changing 
research 
culture?

https://wellcome.org/reports/what-researchers-think-about-research-culture



Universities must

Evaluate research content NOT journal metrics

Value ALL research outputs (not only publications)



Universities must

Report on research culture

Improve job security

Recognise all researchers' contributions 



All UKRI applicants must
submit a narrative (not metric) CV



How does this work locally?

Is there training for writing a UKRI CV?
Has your uni signed DORA? Concordat?
What are local promotion criteria?
How does your uni assess rigour for REF?
Who decides these things?



Find the good people

Polish your uni website
Join #ResearchCulture Twitter
Join UKRN, ReproducibiliTea, RIOT Science 



Pass solutions upwards

Retweet
Send emails 
Have coffees
Start a ReproducibiliTea or RIOT Club
Give talks
Ask to join committees



We don’t need
research integrity
police



https://www.nature.com/articles/d41586-019-03750-7



UKRI Chief Exec and UK Science Minister on research culture
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yPgh2l2O6gw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nfS8OuemgGc

Wellcome’s Research Culture change resources
https://wellcome.org/what-we-do/our-work/research-culture

University of Glasgow’s research culture change movement
https://www.gla.ac.uk/myglasgow/ris/researchculture/

Hong Kong Principles of Research Assessment 
https://journals.plos.org/plosbiology/article?id=10.1371/journal.pbio.3000737

UK Reproducibility Network Open-License Statements for Universities 
https://www.ukrn.org/common-statements/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yPgh2l2O6gw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nfS8OuemgGc
https://wellcome.org/what-we-do/our-work/research-culture
https://www.gla.ac.uk/myglasgow/ris/researchculture/
https://journals.plos.org/plosbiology/article?id=10.1371/journal.pbio.3000737
https://www.ukrn.org/common-statements/


#ResearchCulture
#ReimagineResearch
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